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We consider field equations of spinors with torsional interactions having higher-order dimension:
by applying the Velo-Zwanziger method, we obtain that it is always possible to find situations where
the propagation is affected by non-causal behaviour.
I. INTRODUCTION
Of all fields, spinors, and specifically Dirac spinors, are
the foundations of the standard model of particle physics.
Dirac spinors have, beyond several gauge charges, and
energy, also spin, and so they must couple, beside to those
gauge fields, and to curvature, also to torsion (for general
references about torsion see [1–7], for the specific case of
torsion coupling to the Dirac spinor see [8–14]).
The spin-torsion interaction, despite being well known,
has always been disregarded, due to a couple of miscon-
ceptions: the first is that torsion effects have always been
thought as tiny, the second is that torsion-spin couplings
have always been assumed equal for every spinor.
Neither assumption is true. Torsion is an independent
field, specifically it is independent from curvature, and so
it does not need to enter in the Lagrangian only through
curvature terms, but it may enter in the Lagrangian also
as square-torsion terms [15], so shifting the overall value
of the torsion-spin coupling; additionally, the torsion-spin
couplings for two given spinors do not need to be equal,
but they may be different [16], therefore giving a further
shift to the torsion-spin coupling for every spinor.
These two are the simplest generalizations of the spin-
torsion coupling because they involve only a shift of their
constants, and not the structure of the coupling between
torsion and the spinor. But the spinor-torsion interaction
can also be modified in its structure, if in the interaction
terms we allow derivatives to take place, thus giving rise
to the so-called higher-order dimensional interactions.
Higher-order dimensional interactions have been stud-
ied in [17], where, by employing arguments of consistency
about the torsionless limit and the Velo-Zwanziger anal-
ysis, it has been possible to prove a number of interesting
features: parity-evenness is required within the geometric
sector; although torsion can generally be decomposed in
three irreducible parts, nevertheless only the completely
antisymmetric dual of an axial vector is to be kept; there
can be no torsion-curvature coupling; in the most general
of the cases, torsion is a propagating field of Proca type.
However, in the above work we have not deepened the
higher-order dimensional interactions of torsion involving
the Dirac spinor like those containing derivatives in the
interaction term. As fair as it may be to stress that these
interaction terms are not renormalizable, nonetheless it is
still interesting to study them, both because the criterion
of renormalizability has lost some of the popularity it had
twenty years ago and because such interactions recently
gathered some attention in view of their interest for the
problem of Lorentz-violation (see [18], but also [19]).
The rationale for [18] is that, if it were possible to find
a background in which torsion can be taken as constant,
with this approximation valid everywhere within the so-
lar system, then the constant torsion background gives a
preferred direction, and limits on Lorentz-violation con-
vert into bounds on the presence of torsion terms.
These bounds are reliable only so long as the approxi-
mation is valid, and admittedly it is rather difficult to be-
lieve that the constant torsion background could stretch
up to such large scales. A more physical situation would
be to consider laboratory-sized experiments for the con-
stant torsion background as those discussed in [19].
Then again, in this situation a full non-relativistic limit
was taken, and it can be shown that this approximation
kills the only component of torsion that was tested [20].
Still, references [18, 19] are highly cited, and therefore a
study of higher-order torsion interactions of spinor fields
has to be done. In this paper, we do this by employing the
VZ method of analysis [21, 22]. As in [17], propagations
may be affected by non-causal behaviour in general.
II. INTERACTIONS OF TORSION WITH
DERIVATIVES OF SPINORS
Throughout the work, we will consider the Dirac spinor
indicated by the pair of conjugate ψ and ψ fields, where
the conjugation is ψ=ψ†γ0 with γ0 the temporal Clifford
matrix; with the full set of Clifford matrices γa we define
also
[
γa,γb
]
=4σab and 2iσab= εabcdpiσ
cd with pi being
the parity-odd Clifford matrix1: these matrices verify the
relation γiγjγk =γiηjk−γjηik+γkηij+iεijkqpiγ
q which
turns out to be an important identity we will use in the
rest of the work. We will indicate with∇µψ the covariant
derivative of spinors; this derivative will be taken in the
torsionless case, because torsion can always be added as
1 The parity-odd matrix pi is usually indicated as a gamma matrix
with an index five, but this notation is misleading since the index
five does not have any meaning in 4-dimensions; and additionally,
there may be a sign ambiguity according to whether the position
of that index is upper or lower. Because the index five could lead
to mistakes, without being really useful, we use a notation with
no index at all. The choice of the letter is motivated by the fact
that this matrix is connected to parity properties.
a supplementary field. Torsion is taken as the completely
antisymmetric dual of an axial vectorWσ as discussed in
references [8–11, 16, 17] and its covariant curl is indicated
with (∂W )αν for the reason explained in reference [17].
We now have all the elements needed to construct the
Lagrangian. Considering only parity-even terms gives
L = i2 (ψγ
µ
∇µψ−∇µψγ
µψ)− 14 (∂W )
2 −
−mψψ+ 12M
2W 2−XψγµpiψWµ−BψψW
2 +
+Y i(ψpiσµν∇µψ−∇µψpiσ
µνψ)Wν +
+Y ′ 12 (ψpi∇µψ−∇µψpiψ)W
µ +
+Aψpiσµνψ(∂W )µν+A
′iψpiψ∇µW
µ (1)
where m and M are the spinor and torsion masses while
all others are the spin-torsion coupling constants, which
are X for the fourth-order term and B, Y , Y ′, A, A′ for
fifth-order terms; up to the fifth order this Lagrangian is
the most complete, and higher-than-fifth-order terms are
not included for no reasons other than simplicity.
Varying it with respect to the two fields involved gives
iγµ∇µψ−Y 2iWνσ
νµpi∇µψ+Y
′Wµpi∇µψ +
+(Y ′/2+A′i)∇µW
µpiψ+(iY/2+A)(∂W )µνσ
µνpiψ −
−XWµγ
µpiψ−BW 2ψ−mψ=0 (2)
for the spinor and
∇α(∂W )
αν+(M2−2Bψψ)W ν=Xψγνpiψ −
−Y i(ψpiσµν∇µψ−∇µψpiσ
µνψ)−
−Y ′ 12 (ψpi∇
νψ−∇νψpiψ) +
+A∇µ(2ψpiσ
µνψ)+A′∇ν(iψpiψ) (3)
for the axial vector torsion. The last gives the constraint
(M2−2Bψψ)∇νW
ν=2B∇ν(ψψ)W
ν +
+X∇ν(ψγ
νpiψ)+Y 2i∇νψpiσ
νµ
∇µψ −
−Y ′ 12 (ψpi∇
2ψ−∇2ψpiψ)+A′∇2(iψpiψ) (4)
in the form of a partially-conserved axial-vector current.
These equations are next studied with the VZ method.
III. VELO-ZWANZIGER ANALYSIS
As it is well known, the Velo-Zwanziger analysis [21, 22]
is an instrument to check whether a given system of field
equations displays inconsistency in the field propagation,
such as lack of hyperbolicity and appearance of ellipticity
or such as loss of causality and appearance of surfaces of
wave-fronts that are boosted out of the light-cone.
To its full extent, the Velo-Zwanziger protocol goes as
follows: 1. given a system of field equations, remove each
term that does not contain the highest-order derivatives
of the field; 2. in what remains, replace i∇α→nα getting
an equation in the form Aψ=0 where A is an algebraic
linear operator; 3. for this, require detA=0 in order to
obtain an algebraic equation, called characteristic equa-
tion, which is discussed thusly: a. if in the characteristic
equation the time component n0 is allowed to have also
complex solutions, then the original field equations cease
to be hyperbolic and become elliptic; b. if the character-
istic equation allows nα to be time-like, then the original
field equations cease to be causal [22]. As it is clear, field
equations in the free case are always both hyperbolic and
causal, and it is only when interactions are turned on that
loss of hyperbolicity and causality might intervene, since
interactions may give rise to the presence of extra terms
containing the highest-order derivatives of the field.
The structure of the interaction that produces highest-
order derivatives of the field may vary. But nevertheless,
whenever the interaction term has the same order deriva-
tive of the kinetic term, problems are bound to happen.
This situation is the one we have here. The spinor field
equations (2) are precisely of this type, with interactions
in Y and Y ′ displaying derivatives of the spinor field.
Using the VZ method on (2), we get that the charac-
teristic equation is given by the following determinant
det(nµγ
µ−Y 2Wνnµσ
νµpi−Y ′iWµnµpi)=0 (5)
which has to be evaluated. A trick we can use is to have
this determinant multiplied by det(γαnα) 6=0 which, be-
ing non-zero, would not change the information content
of the above determinant, but it would simplify it to
det[n2I+YWνn
2γνpi−Y (W ·n)nνγ
νpi +
+Y ′(W ·n)nνiγ
νpi]=0 (6)
which can be computed; notice that according to whether
we were to multiply by det(γαnα) on the left or right, the
resulting determinant would be the same up to the sign
of the Y ′ term, but such a sign can always be re-absorbed
with a complex conjugation, so that nothing will depend
on it, as we will see. The straightforward computation of
the above determinant gives the characteristic equation
n2(1+Y 2W 2)−(Y 2+Y ′2)|W ·n|2=0 (7)
which is real and with no ambiguity of the Y ′ sign, as we
have promised. As clear, its solutions are always real but
they may be time-like if 1+Y 2W 2>0 which may always
occur, provided that the torsion is weak enough.
Therefore, field equations (2) are hyperbolic, but it is
always possible to find situations in which they give rise
to non-causal propagation. Causality is ensured, in every
circumstance, when Y = Y ′=0 thus suppressing higher-
order interactions of torsion with derivatives of spinors.
Moving to the study of the torsion field equations, it is
possible to substitute the partially-conserved axial-vector
current (4) into the field equation (3), but in doing so we
obtain a field equation in which there is no term that has
the same order derivative of the kinetic term itself.
In this case therefore the VZ method would give that
the leading term is the only term, which is thus the usual
d’Alembert operator, yielding the characteristic equation
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in the form n2=0 and henceforth showing that the initial
field equations (3) are always hyperbolic and causal.
This analysis says nothing about the other constants
and hence the higher-order interactions of derivatives of
torsion with spinors are still allowed in principle.
IV. OTHER DEFECTS OF CONSISTENCY
We now examine the terms in the A and A′ coefficients.
The spinor field equation is now reduced to
iγµ∇µψ+A
′i∇µW
µpiψ+A(∂W )µνσ
µνpiψ −
−XWµγ
µpiψ−BW 2ψ−mψ=0 (8)
while the torsion field equation is
∇α(∂W )
αν+(M2−2Bψψ)W ν=Xψγνpiψ +
+A∇µ(2ψpiσ
µνψ)+A′∇ν(iψpiψ) (9)
as it is easy to check. If the spinor field equation is multi-
plied on the left by pi and contracted with the conjugate
spinor, and the imaginary part is extracted, we get
∇µ(ψγ
µpiψ)=2(BW 2+m)iψpiψ +
+2A′∇µW
µψψ−2A(∂W )µνiψσ
µνψ (10)
with partially-conserved axial-vector current
(M2−2Bψψ)∇νW
ν=2B∇ν(ψψ)W
ν +
+X∇ν(ψγ
νpiψ)+A′∇2(iψpiψ) (11)
still being valid. These two can be combined to give
[M2−2(B+XA′)ψψ]∇νW
ν=2B∇ν(ψψ)W
ν +
+A′∇2(iψpiψ)+2X(BW 2+m)iψpiψ −
−2XA(∂W )µνiψσ
µνψ (12)
which can be substituted into the spinor field equations.
When this is done, the spinor field equations become
iγµ∇µψ+A
′i[A′∇2(iψpiψ)+2B∇ν(ψψ)W
ν +
+2X(BW 2+m)iψpiψ−2XA(∂W )µνiψσ
µνψ] ·
·[M2−2(B+XA′)ψψ]−1piψ+A(∂W )µνσ
µνpiψ −
−XWµγ
µpiψ−BW 2ψ−mψ=0 (13)
which have developed second-order derivatives of the field
itself, and consequently they are unacceptable [22].
Its removal necessitates that A′=0 hence leaving
iγµ∇µψ+A(∂W )µνσ
µνpiψ −
−XWµγ
µpiψ−BW 2ψ−mψ=0 (14)
for the spinor field equations and
∇α(∂W )
αν+(M2−2Bψψ)W ν=Xψγνpiψ +
+A∇µ(2ψpiσ
µνψ) (15)
for the torsion field equations. There is no known manner
with which to remove the A term, as it is expected.
In fact, this term has the structure of a dipole moment
and as such it is known to be perfectly allowed.
Albeit we can still have higher-order interactions of the
derivatives of torsion with spinors, their effect identically
vanishes whenever constant torsion is used [18, 19].
Similarly the B term gives no problem of consistency,
but neither it serves any purpose for the Lorentz-violating
effects because of its pure isotropic structure [19].
V. RENORMALIZABILITY RECOVERED
Let us consider the above field equations after the re-
duction of the coefficients, and additionally let us remove
the term in the A coefficient so to focus on the B term.
Straightforwardly, the spinor field equations are
iγµ∇µψ−XWµγ
µpiψ−BW 2ψ−mψ=0 (16)
and the torsion field equations are
∇α(∂W )
αν+(M2−2Bψψ)W ν=Xψγνpiψ (17)
which are non-renormalizable, in principle.
In the effective approximation, the last becomes
(M2−2Bψψ)W ν=Xψγνpiψ (18)
which can be inverted, to have torsion substituted in the
spinor field equation giving the final result
iγµ∇µψ+
2X2φ2
(M2−4Bφ2 cos β)e
iβpiψ +
+
[
4BX2φ4
(M2−4Bφ2 cosβ)2−m
]
ψ=0 (19)
having used Fierz re-arrangements and writing the spinor
as ψψ=2φ2 cosβ and iψpiψ=2φ2 sinβ with scalar fields
φ and β known as module and Yvon-Takabayashi angle.
Of course, starting from non-renormalizable equations,
and performing an effective approximation, one may well
be led to assume that the final result would be even more
dramatically non-renormalizable, but this is not at all the
case here: as long as the Yvon-Takabayashi angle is not
equal to ±pi/2 in general, large values of the module give
iγµ∇µψ−
(
X2 tan β
2B
)
ipiψ−
[
X2 cos (2β)
4B(cosβ)2 +m
]
ψ=0 (20)
where the non-linear terms have become mass-like terms,
which are known to have no problem of renormalization.
VI. EXTENSIONS
In the construction of a Lagrangian, we need selection
rules to limit the amount of interaction terms, and for a
long time, it was believed that the single most important
selection rule was renormalizability; despite there exists
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no mathematical way to justify this criterion, a heuristic
argument can be made, and above all renormalizability
seemed to work remarkably well. Nonetheless, some sign
of fatigue has started to show, as for example in the case
of Majorana mass terms, where the Yukawa-like coupling
is a fifth-order dimensional term, but in this instance the
lack of renormalizability has not been used to discourage
its employment for neutrino mass generation mechanism.
In this paper we started from higher-order interactions,
which are non-renormalizable, and we made an effective
approximation, which gives effective interactions that are
non-renormalizable, but we ended with interactions that
were renormalizable: this is another example showing the
renormalizability criterion as being too suppressive.
All throughout the paper we have considered only the
axial vector dual of the completely antisymmetric part of
torsion, but there are also other two parts of torsion that
might be considered [23]: for instance, with the vectorial
trace of torsion T µ one may build ψψ∇µT
µ as a possible
term in the interaction Lagrangian, and then apply this
method to study the propagation. Because the effects of
Lorentz violation were mostly considered to set limits on
the completely antisymmetric part, and less on the other
two parts, we are not going to deepen this extension, but
it is clear that this extension is worth more investigation.
Finally, it is also worth mentioning that there are tor-
sion theories in which torsion is not coupled to spins of
spinor fields [24], and experts in those domains might be
willing to consider the present methods in order to study
Lorentz violation in these alternative theories.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed all of the fifth-order
dimensional interactions of torsion and spinor fields, and
we have found that both terms containing derivatives of
spinors violate causality; and the term that contains the
divergence of torsion has analogous, thought somewhat
worse, defects [22]. The term proportional to the curl of
torsion is permitted; and the term algebraic in the square
torsion is permitted too. We commented on the results.
In [18, 19] it has been claimed that specific types of in-
teractions between torsion and spinor fields can produce,
in specific contexts, a Lorentz-violation, so that limits on
Lorentz-violation imply bounds on torsion: even within
the validity of those specific contexts, these effects would
be due to terms that are inconsistent. We discussed how
the algebraic square-torsion term is non-renormalizable
but still well-behaved at high energies, and how this is
an example of physical situation for which the renormal-
izability criterion is much too constraining indeed.
We finally discussed possible extensions in terms of the
two remaining parts of torsion, and alternative dynamics
governing torsion coupling to material fields.
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